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Short term- our view is that the above average 

market returns in Newcastle will continue as 

infrastructure is built around the city, eg. the $300 

million Light Rail development.

Medium term- we predict the market will ease to 

more moderate returns. 

Long term- we predict most parts of Newcastle will 

outperform the Sydney and Melbourne markets, as 

we gain from employment opportunities, higher 

internal migration levels and increases from the 

lower base of our comparatively affordable median 

home prices. 

Is the Growth in Newcastle 

Sustainable?

1.



Why Do We Predict This Trend?  

The Newcastle/Lower Hunter market is “hot” and still 

has some time to run. 

2.

Prices in Newcastle have risen about 40 percent over 

the past four years. Unlike Sydney, where foreign 

investors have driven prices up, foreign investment in 

Newcastle is low, but Sydneysiders have been 

investing heavily in Newcastle. 

Our median prices are still relatively low, and even 

cheap, versus some of the outer-ring suburbs of 

Sydney and other locations such as Wollongong and 

Gosford. 



We all know that markets 

move in cycles, and one of the 

risks in any bull market is 

forgetting that price increases 

of 10% - 15% each year are not 

the norm, and are not 

sustainable. 

A compound increase of 15% 

per annum would see prices 

double in 6 years, triple within 

9 and quadruple within 11 

years. While this is technically 

possible, most would agree 

that it is unlikely. 

Market Cycles

The first risk is assuming double-digit returns will continue. History 

tells us it is more likely returns will revert to a more sustainable 

number.



Risk Factors
The risk factors that are the main “drivers” for the housing 

market are the availability and the cost of servicing debt funds 

(interest rates), and the ability to service those costs (wages 

and inflation). 

Interest rates have fallen to historically low levels over the last 

3 years . Wages growth and inflation has also been benign, 

sustaining the low interest rates for a period longer than in 

previous cycles.   

This cannot last forever and economists are predicting an 

increase in interest rates from Q4 2018. CBA economist John 

Peters recently summarising the Reserve Bank Statement on 

Monetary Policy (SMP), that “...todays SMP bolsters our long 

held view that the RBA will keep interest rates on hold until Q4 

2018.” After that point CBA believe that the RBA are more likely 

than not to increase rates.  



Should I  Stay of Should I  Go?

3.

Most of our investor clients are long-term investors, and in 

general economic terms this is the most sensible way to 

invest in real property. 

However, for some investors the next 6 months may be the 

best time to sell.  Sell in the next 6 months if you are; 

Negatively geared and already considering selling in the 

next 3 years. Why? If prices moderate during 2018, and 

then remain flat, the fact that you are negatively geared 

means you will be literally losing money. Selling sooner 

will preserve those gains. 



 Refinancing in the current market. Going forward 

this is unlikely to get easier. Having a bank pressure 

you to refinance is almost always going to coincide 

with falling market conditions and bank valuations, 

and you may be forced to sell at the wrong time at a 

price you cannot control. 

Currently juggling to cover one or more mortgages. If 

(when!) interest rates rise this will just make things 

worse. If you are hit with longer vacancies or repairs 

this will add to your stress. If you need to sell in a flat 

market you may have to take a lower price than you 

might otherwise have achieved in the current market. 



If you feel you may fall into one or more of the above 

categories, we are of course pleased to assist. 

Property ownership should not be stressful, and managing 

your risks with considered advice is the most professional 

approach.

Property Ownership Should 

Not Be Stressful



Growing up in the Robinson Property business, Guy Robinson 

has been an integral part of the recent growth and success of 

the company. 

 Now Director of Robinson Property, Guy has ensured that as 

a company Robinson are fiercely independent yet proudly 

Novocastrian. 

Guy says, “we know the Newcastle market like the back of 

our hand, yet operate with a reputation that is second to 

none nation-wide.” Guy’s efforts have not gone unnoticed, 

being honoured with many accolades, including The Real 

Estate Business Excellence Award, the highest achievement 

in the Australian property industry.

About Guy Robinson


